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Newsletters are popular again.

GOOD NEWS, LIBRARIANS!

The newsletter thing is getting legs lately. People are making businesses out of newsletters. A newsletter can be a centralized distribution channel for current content.



WHY A NEWSLETTER?

• Allows announcements plus 
conversation. 

• Delivery the way people 
want it (email or web) 

• Automatically archived, 
linkable, and shareable. 

• Showcases librarians as 
curators, responsive to 
things around them.



WHAT SORT OF THINGS CAN YOU DO?

ALA's Center for the Future "Read for Later"

Chris Spurgeon's Laws of the Universe

3 to 5 by VM (Vicky) Brasseur 

5Q1A by a guy I play trivia with
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The sof tware is free and pretty simple.

MORE GOOD NEWS!

There are three "not the usual newsletter" websites you might want to try. They all have different strengths. They're all free to try. I've used each of them for different 
things
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TINYLETTER
MAILCHIMP'S SIMPLE TO USE, MOSTLY-TEXT MAILING LIST

Tiny letter is small and simple. Any person in your organization can use it, it's just like a word processor. Not very feature rich but very straightforward.



MAILCHIMP
TINYLETTER'S OLDER SIBLING W/ FREEMIUM FEATURES

Mailchimp is the bigger product. Free for small users. Reasonable rates for others. They help you MARKET things. You can do campaigns, help make facebook ads. Run 
an A/B campaign and see what works for people, manage mailing lists. I used it to teach a distance learning class at the University of Hawaii because I could embed my 
content.



MEDIUM'S "PUBLICATIONS"
THE BEST ONLINE WRITING EXPERIENCE AVAILABLE

Medium is Twitter's "platform" for writing. It's still figuring out what it wants to be. I like it because the writing experience is nice. Adding photos/links/content is smple. I 
write and compose my newsletter in TinyLetter (where it's easier to have drafts and do basic stuff) and literally copy and paste into into Medium and it all scoots over 
really nicely. They have a pro look. Your newsletter looks like a magazine.



✓ ✓✓ ✓

X ✓ ✓

X ✓ X

THEMES EMBEDSSEARCH

I did some feature comparisons, in a simple way…


and here are some suggestions for which one might work for what sort of thing you're doing.



TINYLETTER
SIMPLE CLICK- AND OPEN-TRACKING



MAILCHIMP
GREAT SEARCH?



MEDIUM
SOCIAL STATS?



— Fany Péchiodat, founder of My Little Paris

A LETTER FROM A FRIEND, 
SOMETHING VERY 

PERSONAL, VERY HUMAN…

”

“

I know you all know you are humans, but sometimes it's good to remind the rest of the world. My Little Paris has 1.5 million subscribers and has turned into a business 
that supports people. Not saying you need to go do this, but it's worth knowing that one CAN do this. Newsletters!




librarian.net/talks/newsletter

thank you!


